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About This Game

The quiet and peaceful countryside in Scapeland is the perfect place to built up your own little paradise. Multiply your funds by
selling plants and animal products. Enlarge your property, explore new areas and meet new people. This farming game is all

about the happy and stress-free life of a farmer... or is it?

Game Features:
Gamepad Support
Gameplay Variety

Short but sweet
More than meets the eye

This game is a project planned, designed, developed and finished by students of St. Pölten University of Applied Sciences.
Within four months five students managed to conceive a plan and fully realize it.
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Title: Scapeland
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
3100 games
Publisher:
3100 games
Release Date: 31 Mar, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Mac OS X 10.8

Processor: 1,7 GHz Dual-Core Intel Core i7 Prozessor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 5000

Storage: 400 MB available space

English
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I have mixed feelings about this game, but I would not recommend it.

Gameplay
The game begins as a simple farming game which introduces the controls to the player. I liked this portion of the game
the best, but I completely forgot what happens afterwards and was surprised. The levels began somewhat easy then got
more difficult and longer as they continued. Along with a chase scene in between. I feel as if the chase idea was
somewhat stolen from other games (such as Temple Run, Subway Surfer, etc.) I viewed it as 3 different game types
mashed into one short game. The stealth portion of the game got stressful due to the fact that I messed up at certain
parts, but certain checkpoints help you continue back to where you left off.

I am mainly upset at the fact majority of the screenshots displayed a farming game, but in reality that part lasted me
maybe 5 minutes. It was most likely easy to guess it wouldn't last long due to the fact of how small the starting map
was. If you explore it the only things you find is your farm and a small stand for the seeds. I wished the developers
would of included more screenshots of the stealth portion than to have screenshots of (most likely) the shortest portion
of the game.

The graphics are okay, not horrible but not the best. The coloring of the world is simple, no different shades really. As
for the music, as soon as I launched the game I noticed I had to turn it on myself and it was not enabled already. I am
unsure if it is like this for anyone else, but I played through the game without any sound. I went back and enabled it to
help me write this review. The main soundtrack though, seems quite annoying. The main beat is repeated and does not
change at all (I would recommend muting it to keep one's sanity.) Sound effects are not bad, better than the music. I
just think it's a tiny bit weird I can hear the river across the map as clear as I can next to it. Could be better.

Thoughts
Not really worth it. After I finished my save deleted. I wasn't even allowed to go back to my farm (;-;) which was kinda
disappointing. The puzzles were a bit annoying along with the fact since I played it all in one sitting it didn't save my
settings (example: windowed, resolution, etc.) which could maybe be annoying for people who might want to play it
again for the achievements. The game shouldn't be worth $3.99 and more so the price I bought it ($0.99). This is one of
the ragiest and craftiest game ever!
can i go back to farming now?
this game to me 52 mins to get pst three levels.

In conclusion, not worth 2 quid. great but at the chase part it was bobbing up and down. Why is this game AMAZING
and well worth the price? Watch!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=geJ97I4NNXs. Buggy piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665doesn't quite
cover it.
The game music models and rendering is solid, but sometimes it lock up unpredictably or crashes all together, this is game
breaking sometimes during the fast paced running segments.
The game fails to break itself up sufficiently between the farming side and the military side i played for a solid hour just doing
the repetitive jumping puzzles because either the game lags and you find yourself trapped into an unwinable position,or it
completely crashes.
All i wanted to be doing was harvesting and planting my crops to gain coins to progress.
It then turns out at the end that you never even get to finish your farm.
once the military levels are complete the game deletes your save game and then returns you to the main menu.
2\/5 but only for the very limited farming side
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really cool setting and style and i loved the difficulty, took a couple of times to beat certain passages!
too bad the game was so short and the farming part wasn't long enough imo.
maybe we can expect a dlc or another game in the future? ;). \u201cBROKEN, when i play it it shows a green screen and when i
put my mouse in the bottom left it shows bigger versions of the mouse. i regret buying this\u201d this is OS specific... On a
windows PC it works perfectly it\u2019s a fun game too.. Very annoying. I wanted a fun farming game which this is not.
Soldier part ruined it for me.. Farming is great fun while the stealth crap is dull and fustrating.. Cool concept and a good
challenge ruined by glitches and frustration.

I actually would have preferred it if there was a larger focus on farming and less of a focus on pulling my hair out by the roots..
good game but there was a bug with the first 3 lane dodge game the shift button didnt work
and the fullscreen toggle didnt work it made the game glitch out and it was just a solid colour
but when these bugs are fixed this game will be a very good game with an amzing art style
(played on mac). Stardew Valley this is not. Incredibly frustrating to the point of being broken. I feel like maybe I'm doing
something wrong but the game isn't telling me. The game has a cool crossy road look so there's potential but overall more
frustrating than fun.. I genuinely just want to get back to farming, what kind of bs is it that you make over half of the
screenshots of the game about the farming aspect, when really that only lasts a couple minutes ingame.

Absolute bs. I was looking for a chill game that I could play during class without getting too caught up or bored out of my mind,
and I thought I'd actually found something. Just let me get back to the goddamn farming, or at least give me my 4 bucks back..
most epic game on the steam market 10\/10 would download!
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